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UQ has estaablished a n
nationwidee WiMAX
nnetwork in JJapan usingg a very inn
novative
aapproach to
o provide w
wireless bro
oadband
services:

 Subscribbers are freee to selectt
the devvices, servicce providerrs,
applicattions, and ccontent of
their ch
hoice, witho
out being tied
to long‐‐term contracts or
subject to traffic ccaps

 Instead of developping its ownn
UQ relies o
on a network
brand, U
of MVN
NO partnerss, which
includes mobile op
perator KD
DDI,
nd retailers
ISPs, an

 Leveragging its relaationship w
with
its partn
ners, includ
ding KDDI, UQ
has beeen able to h
hit the grou
und
runningg. Fourteen
n months affter
its commercial lau
unch, it
% of the
alreadyy covers 65%
populattion and haas 337,000
subscrib
bers
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WiMAX operators have a unique opportunity to innovate
when they start out as greenfield operators, with no
dependence on legacy technologies, business models, and,
perhaps even more importantly, a well‐ingrained corporate
culture. Some WiMAX operators opt for the safer and
better‐known models followed by mobile operators and
internet service providers (ISPs), and often find it difficult to
differentiate their product offerings from their competitors’.
The most successful WiMAX operators eagerly take on the
challenge, and experiment with new ways to deploy their
networks, develop service offerings and structure their
business models.
UQ belongs to the second group and is one of the most
innovative WiMAX operators worldwide. It has leveraged its
relationship with KDDI, a Japanese mobile operator and
main investor in UQ, to concentrate on a very aggressive
rollout. The focus at UQ is to increase coverage and capacity
rapidly, and to create an open platform for wireless
broadband services that is open to a wide range of retail
devices, applications, mobile virtual network operators
(MVNOs), and content providers. As UQ focuses on building
and managing the network, marketing efforts fall mainly to
its MVNO partners, which have already established well‐
known brands and sign up the majority of subscribers. Less
than 10% of subscribers have a direct service contract with
UQ.
This is a unique situation among mobile broadband
providers. While most mobile operators live in fear of
becoming a dumb pipe, UQ has chosen to be a pipe,
although one that is built on advanced network
performance and capabilities, and that provides value to its
MVNO partners and, ultimately, to its subscribers.
UQ success depends on two main factors. The first is the
ability to independently chart its own course and devote all
its resources to building a network with cutting‐edge
performance. The second—and complementary—factor is
that it has been able to develop effective relationships with
a wide range of partners that support UQ in rolling out and
managing the network and in marketing the service to both
retail subscribers and vertical customers.
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UQ is relatively unknown outside Japan, but we believe that
UQ’s experience to date provides an interesting blueprint
for WiMAX operators and their prospective partners
worldwide.
This paper provides an overview of UQ progress so far and
its future expectations, as well as an analysis of its business
model and go‐to‐market approach. A UQ case study
provides deep insights into how mobile broadband services
can be supported using a model that differs fundamentally
from the one adopted by cellular operators, and that
expands the wireline and Wi‐Fi internet model to mobile
usage models.

Getting started
The creation of UQ is an interesting example of how
regulatory pressure to increase market competition can
lead to innovation, even when many of the players involved
are long‐established companies. In 2007 the Japanese
regulator, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications (MIC), offered two 30 MHz spectrum
allocations in the 2.5 GHz band for the development of
mobile broadband services, and decided to bar incumbent
mobile operators from participating directly in the auction.
They could participate only as part of a joint venture, with
less than 33% equity.
UQ was created as a joint venture led by mobile operator
KDDI so that the latter could participate in the auction. KDDI
correctly saw the 2.5 GHz spectrum as a valuable
opportunity to address growth in data traffic. Even in 2007,
before the acceleration in traffic growth had started fueled
by fast adoption of smartphones and video applications,
KDDI was acutely aware that 3G networks would not be
sufficient to accommodate future traffic loads, especially in
dense urban areas. The new spectrum allocation was well
suited to provide the capacity needed for offloading traffic
from existing cellular networks. And because it was time
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The Japanese mobile data market
Japan has been at the forefront of mobile data since the introduction of i‐mode, the first comprehensive, application‐rich mobile
data service in 1999. By the end of the current fiscal year, two mobile operators—NTT DOCOMO and Softbank—will see their data
average revenue per unit (ARPU) overtake the voice ARPU, a first among mobile operators. By comparison, in Europe and the US,
data revenues account for about a third of subscriber ARPU. Japanese subscribers have been using their phones less and less to talk,
but they love to use them to keep in touch with family and friends through messaging and other data applications, and increasingly
to access video and other bandwidth‐intensive content.
As the market has approached saturation, there has been downward pressure on pricing and service models. As a result, Japanese
subscribers, used to metered billing (i.e., per minute for voice, and per packet for data), now can choose flat‐fee plans and, in some
cases, unlimited flat‐fee plans. Some mobile operators refer to this change as an “optimization” of service plans. As in other
countries, it has spurred a much more intensive use of data services, which has resulted in a steep growth in traffic.
Operators are trying to address the increased traffic load with network expansion plans. NTT DOCOMO is planning to launch a Long
Term Evolution (LTE) network by the end of 2010. KDDI is planning to launch an LTE network by the end of 2012 in the 1500 MHz
(for hotspots) and 800 MHz (for wide area coverage) bands, expected to cover 96.5% of the population by 2015. Softbank, after
acquiring Personal Handy‐phone System (PHS) operator Willcom and its 2.5 GHz spectrum assets, would like to deploy a time
division (TD) LTE network.
In comparison to other markets, in Japan mobile data services and applications have been heavily branded by operators since the
launch of i‐mode. Even after the launch of 3G data services, operators have strived to preserve a tight vertical integration model, in
which they control most of the value chain, from network and devices to content, applications, financial transactions, and location‐
based services. Softbank’s recent introduction of the iPhone, sold exclusively in Apple stores, marks a departure from the dominant
distribution model, but it may well remain an exception in a market where almost all the devices are operator‐branded. While the
MVNO market is growing, Japanese mobile operators still have a direct‐contract relationship with most of the subscribers, as it is in
most markets worldwide.
UQ’s market positioning is as a network operator primarily focused on building and operating a high‐performance network shared
by multiple partners, and it eschews a strong role as an application, service, or content provider. That is quite a novelty in the
Japanese mobile data market.

division duplex (TDD) spectrum, WiMAX was the technology
that offered the best fit.

important role in getting UQ off the ground, providing
financing, equipment, and market expansion opportunities.

KDDI partnered with technology companies, such as Intel
and Kyocera, that had a strong presence in the WiMAX
industry; financial institutions, such as Daiwa and the Bank
of Tokyo‐Mitsubishi; and a train operator, East Japan
Railway (JR East) (Figure 1). All the partners provided an

While UQ is a fully independent operator and sets its own
strategy, the ties between UQ and KDDI remain very strong.
UQ has remained a relatively small entity, with 337
employees as of September 2010. It relies on KDDI and its
subcontractors for the network buildout and operations.
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UQ’s chronology
Au
ugust 2007

Companyy founded

Deecember 2007

30 MHz of
o spectrum in the 2.5 GHz
band awaarded for the de
eployment of
a WiMAX
X network

Au
ugust 2008

First base
e station installe
ed

Feebruary 2009

Pilot laun
nch
Coverage
e: Tokyo metrop
politan area

Ju
uly 2009

Commerccial launch
Coverage
e: Tokyo, Osaka,, Nagoya
First emb
bedded PC intro
oduced

Seeptember 2010

Coverage
e: more than 50
00 cities,
including 18 big cities (To
okyo,
Kawasakii, Yokohama, Kyyoto, Osaka,
Kobe, Sap
pporo, Sendai, Hiroshima,
H
Fukuoka)
Roaming with Clearwire announced

M
March 2011

WiMAX 2 trial expected,, with 20 MHz
channel bandwidth
b

At tthe same time, the separation from KDDI has created a
nim
mbler, more innovative corporaate culture at U
UQ that is not
enccumbered by in
nternal pressuree to preserve the well‐
prooven business m
models that are dominant in the cellular
industry.
Equually important is UQ’s freedom
m from legacy ccellular
tecchnologies. Thatt has enabled it to start with a clean slate
andd build a lean neetwork, without having to worrry about
bacckward compattibility from eith
her a network or a device
perrspective.

Buildingg the W
WiMAX
networkk
Afteer receiving thee allocation of 3
30 MHz of specttrum at the
endd of 2007, UQ in
nstalled the firstt base station in
n August
20008. Samsung waas the vendor seelected for the rollout.
Com
mmercial servicce started in Julyy 2009, with coverage
conncentrated in a few urban areaas.
By SSeptember 20110, only 14 mon
nths after its com
mmercial
launch, UQ had exxtended coveragge to 65% of the
poppulation in 500 cities, includingg 18 major urbaan areas,
usinng 11,000 base stations and su
upporting 337,0
000
subbscribers (Figuree 2).
Q expects to haave installed 15,,000 base
By March 2011, UQ
pulation, and to serve
stattions, covering 85% of the pop
8000,000 subscribeers. The networkk supports 40 M
Mbps data
ratees in the downlink and 10 Mbp
ps in the uplink,, using
chaannels with a 100 MHz bandwid
dth, both for fixeed and
moobile (up to 120 kmph) access.

Figgure 1. UQ joint venture
v
partnerss (Source: UQ)
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In ddeploying its neetwork, UQ had to face a challeenging radio
freqquency (RF) and
d usage environ
nment. Japanesse cities tend
to bbe very compacct, with a high cconcentration of high‐rise
buildings. Cities, likke Kyoto, that ttry to preserve ttheir
n where
histtorical heritage impose strict reequirements on
basse stations can b
be installed, and
d on their size.
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Th
he RF challenges are compounded by the fact that most of
th
he traffic comes from indoor locations, as is to
o be expected
givven that the maajority of conne
ected devices arre laptops or
deesktop PCs. Indo
oor devices typically connect to
o the base
station using a less favorable mo
odulation schem
me, and
reequire more nettwork resourcess than outdoor devices
placed within line
e of sight of the
e base station.
W
While these challlenges affect alll wireless netwo
orks similarly,
th
heir impact is much lower on vo
oice‐based netw
works, which

do not require high bandwidth an
nd in which more traffic is
utdoor location
ns.
gennerated from ou
To address these cchallenges, UQ designed its network in
colllaboration with
h Samsung to prrovide high leveels of
flexxibility. To ensure initial coveraage, a dense nettwork of
basse stations was built using prim
marily rooftop lo
ocations. As
a reesult, UQ deplo
oyed only base sstations with sm
mall form
facttors that did no
ot require groun
nd equipment, ffor which
theere is often no room on top of buildings (Figurre 3).

Figgure 2. Subscribe
ers, base stations, and population coverage (Sourcce: UQ)
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locaations does UQ
Q employ wireless backhaul, wh
hich requires
addditional rooftop
p space.

Frrom a ccoveragge‐drivven to
a capacity‐drivven netw
work
Whhile rooftop basse stations provide the needed coverage
acrross urban areass, they are not aalways sufficien
nt to meet
thee capacity‐densiity requirementts, which keep ggrowing as
thee number of sub
bscribers increases. On averagee, UQ
subbscribers generaate 7 GB per mo
onth of traffic, w
which is
sim
milar to the dataa traffic generated by Clearwiree subscribers
in tthe US but it is ssubstantially higgher than the trraffic levels
gennerated by cellu
ular subscribers (500 Mb per m
month is
com
mmon for smart
rtphone users w
with data plans, and 2 GB
for laptop users).

Figgure 3. Base statiions and antenna
as for rooftop insstallation
(So
ource: UQ)

Th
he smaller base station footprint made it easie
er for UQ to
fin
nd suitable cell sites,
s
and also accelerated
a
the installation
prrocess: each cell site required three
t
to four daays for the
co
omplete installaation and comm
missioning. Base stations and
an
ntennas are mo
ounted quickly. The
T most time‐intensive
ph
hase of the instaallation is the backhaul setup and
a the
co
ommissioning, from
f
the RF survvey and testing the base
station’s coveragge and performaance, to the fine
e‐tuning of
overage and perrformance to th
he specific charaacteristics of
co
th
he location.
Acccess to KDDI’s fiber backbone
e and widespreaad availability
off fiber connectivvity in urban are
eas provide UQ
Q with a
reeliable, high‐cap
pacity backhaul network. Only in
i a few
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As a result, UQ is ggradually increaasing its focus on improving
indoor coverage and on increasin
ng capacity in th
hose areas
where it has estab
blished initial co
overage. UQ is d
deploying
muultiple solutions for different en
nvironments an
nd expected
trafffic loads. As neew equipment ssolutions becom
me available
andd subscriber usaage patterns beecome better un
nderstood,
thiss is an area of in
ntense experimentation and raapid
evoolution.
UQ
Q uses distributeed antenna systtems (DASs) where it has
goood access to buiildings and wheere it can justifyy the higher
cosst associated with the installation of the equip
pment.
Picoocells are also u
used, in both ou
utdoor and indo
oor
locaations. Outdoor picocells can b
be used to imprrove indoor
covverage in high‐rrise buildings wh
here indoor equ
uipment
insttallations are to
oo difficult to manage or backh
haul is not
avaailable. In manyy environments,, interference m
may severely
imppact the effectivveness of this so
olution.
Sincce the initial neetwork rollout, U
UQ has deployeed repeaters
to iimprove coveraage where need
ded. The repeaters extend
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the coverage of a base station by transmitting traffic from
subscribers who are close to the repeater.
UQ is increasingly interested in using picocells that, similarly
to femtocells, use wireline connections for the backhaul.
This approach relies on less expensive equipment, but it
leaves UQ with little control over the subscriber experience,
because the connection is shared, and UQ has no view into
the performance of the backhaul link—or any way to
manage it. In this solution, interference can be eliminated if
picocells use a different spectrum channel. The
management of a high number of picocells may, however,
create substantial overhead at the access service network
(ASN) gateway. To avoid overloading the ASN gateway that
serves the macro base stations, UQ plans to manage
picocells with a separate ASN gateway.
As it continues to assess the performance of different
solutions for indoor coverage, UQ determines what the
most effective solution is on a case‐by‐case basis. It is also
working closely with KDDI to provide solutions specifically
targeted to the enterprise. On a corporate campus, in
offices, or at a warehouse, KDDI is typically the client‐facing
party that understands the specific performance
requirements, while UQ is responsible for identifying and
deploying the best‐suited solution. This is an area with good
growth prospects, but multiple equipment form factors and
business models need to be explored before large scalable
deployments can be rolled out.

Putting interoperability to
the test
One of the big promises of WiMAX is interoperability across
vendors. Because they want to offer a wide choice in
subscriber devices, operators realize that interoperability
between device and infrastructure vendors is required from

© 2010 Senza Fili Consulting • www.senzafiliconsulting.com

commercial launch. There is however another level of
interoperability—among network elements—that has not
been extensively tested because, in initial WiMAX networks,
operators have preferred to keep the number of equipment
vendors to a minimum.
UQ has chosen since the beginning to work with Samsung
as the main equipment vendor, but it has also integrated
other base station equipment into the network. For the ASN
gateway and the core network elements, UQ has worked
with Samsung and other partners. The majority of large
WiMAX operators choose multiple base station vendors,
but they typically pick one vendor for each market. As a
result, within each city or urban area all the handoffs are
between base stations from a single vendor. UQ has
pursued a different approach and installed some base
stations from a variety of vendors within the markets
deployed by Samsung, thereby having to support
interoperability in handoffs between base stations.
According to Fumio Watanabe, CTO at UQ, “interoperability
among vendors is not problematic if the network
management functions are well implemented, and the
interfaces between network elements are well defined.” To
this end, UQ further defined the R6 interface that links base
stations to the ASN gateway, to improve handoffs when
base stations from different vendors are installed at
contiguous locations.
Hyungwon Suh, President at Samsung Telecommunications
in Japan, who has led the UQ project from its inception,
took on this challenge as an in‐depth test of the
interoperability of WiMAX infrastructure outside the lab, in
a commercial network. “UQ and Samsung had established a
very close working relationship from the initial pilot to the
commercial launch, and this enabled us to coordinate
effectively our efforts to create a robust and fully
interoperable multi‐vendor network,” Suh said.
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Unlocking the wireless
internet
UQ presents a clear proposition to subscribers: free and
unencumbered internet access, wherever they are. They
can choose the devices they want, buy them in their
favorite store, activate their plan and cancel it when they
want, add another device to their plan, and access all the
contents and application they want.
No longer do prospective subscribers have to go the
operator’s store. They can subscribe to the service online or
through an MVNO partner. UQ has no retail stores, nor is it
channeling precious financial resources into building a
brand. Instead, it relies on partners with well‐recognized
brands to sell the service on its behalf. There are some UQ‐
branded devices, but subscribers are under no pressure to
use them instead of devices they can easily buy in one of
the major electronics stores. And in most cases, subscribers
are not tied to the service provider for the long term, as UQ
does not impose long‐term contracts on its subscribers. If a
subscriber uses the network only rarely, a pre‐paid option is
available for a one‐day period.
To capture both heavy and light users, UQ has two plans.
The flat plan provides unlimited access for a fixed price to
users who want the freedom to use the network as they
want.
Lighter users are better off with the step plan, with a very
low, fixed monthly fee that provides a very limited traffic
allowance (1.1 MB) but allows the subscriber to pay for
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additional use. The monthly fees are capped, so that
regardless of traffic generated, the subscriber knows that
the fees will not exceed the ¥4,980 (US$61) threshold on
any billing cycle.
International roaming is the latest feature that UQ has
introduced to its subscribers. The service is currently limited
to the Clearwire network in the US, and to embedded
laptops. But UQ is committed to expanding the roaming
agreements to other operators, such as KT in Korea. Initially
the roaming agreement simply allows the visiting subscriber
to connect to the host network and to pay for access by
credit card. Eventually, WiMAX operators expect to
establish more streamlined roaming relationships that will
allow visiting subscribers to be billed for host network
access directly by the home operator (e.g., UQ subscribers
visiting the US would be billed by UQ for accessing the
Clearwire network).
Regardless of the plan they choose, all subscribers are
treated equally. UQ has so far chosen not to manage
network traffic with quality of service (QoS) or deep packet
inspection (DPI), or by throttling heavy users, because it
sees such interventions as they conflict with its stated goal
to provide access to an open network. While steep
increases in network load may require some traffic
prioritization in the future, UQ prefers to increase network
capacity to accommodate the additional traffic, rather than
manage it in ways that could alienate its customer base.
This is perceived as an important market position for UQ,
because most subscribers choose UQ for its superior
performance to 3G cellular networks. Subscribers may see
traffic management in a negative light, as a way for the
network operator to impair subscriber experience and limit
available resources.
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Beyond the laptop
UQ has a bold device strategy for the long term. It envisions
that subscribers will increasingly want to use multiple
devices, many of which will be tied to very specific usage
models (e.g., digital readers or game consoles). Most of
these devices will have Wi‐Fi, but the addition of WiMAX
connectivity will increase the convenience of use, as WiMAX
has broader wide‐area coverage. Today, subscribers still
predominantly use laptops, and this is reflected in the
device lineup currently supported by UQ. To encourage the
proliferation of connected devices, UQ has adopted a three‐
pronged approach.
First, UQ adopted a retail model for devices, which
encourages subscribers to choose and buy the devices they
want, and then register them on the network. At the same
time, this approach entices manufacturers to develop a
wide range of devices for the Japanese market, as they do
not need to have distribution deals with UQ and its MVNOs
to sell their devices.
Today, subscribers can choose from over 40 WiMAX‐
embedded laptops, multiple data cards and dongles, and
Wi‐Fi gateways, from ten manufacturers. While a few
devices are UQ branded, the majority are directly sold by
retailers. To ensure interoperability, all devices are required
to have passed the WiMAX Forum certification process as
well as the UQ WiMAX Certification Program, which tests
specific functionality tied to the UQ network.
A second initiative was launched to accelerate device
adoption. For a small (US$2) fee, UQ subscribers can add
devices to their plan and log in to the network using the
same authentication credentials. Only one device at a time
can be connected. This prevents subscribers from sharing a
plan with other people in an unfair way.
So far, few subscribers have selected this option, because in
most cases they use the WiMAX connection for their laptop
(UQ and its partners do not yet offer WiMAX smartphones)
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Service plans
UQ Flat

¥4,480 (US$55) per month for flat‐rate
service, with no contract requirements.

UQ Step

Subscribers pay a minimum of ¥380 (US$5)
per month and receive an allowance of
1.1 MB. For additional traffic they pay ¥344
per MB (US$4), up to a maximum of ¥4,980
(US$61) for 14 MB. Any further traffic
during the billing cycle is free to the
subscriber.

UQ 1 Day

For ¥600 (US$7), occasional users can use
the UQ WiMAX and Wi‐Fi network for a
period of 24 hours.
Options

UQ Multi
Device

Subscribers can use their connection on
multiple devices, but only one device at a
time can be connected. The subscriber
pays ¥200 (US$2) per month per device,
with a maximum of two devices allowed.

WiMAX
Speed Wi‐Fi

Subscribers with a Wi‐Fi mobile router can
connect multiple devices with Wi‐Fi and
use WiMAX for backhaul, at no additional
cost.

UQ Wi‐Fi

Free Wi‐Fi access at UQ’s Wi‐Fi hotspots,
which include railway stations, trains,
airports, and subway stations.

World
WiMAX

Roaming arrangement to use WiMAX
outside Japan. Subscribers can connect to
the local network and pay for access by
credit card. Currently the roaming
arrangement is limited to Clearwire, and it
is free during the initial trial period.

Try WiMAX

Prospective subscribers can try WiMAX for
free for 15 days. They receive a USB dongle
or a Wi‐Fi router from a retail store such as
Yamada or Nojima.
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subbscribers have cchosen a Wi‐Fi rrouter. By Marcch 2011, UQ
exppects that 30% o
of subscribers w
will use a Wi‐Fi rrouter
(Figgure 4).

W
Who aree the su
ubscrib
bers?
Thee initial expectaation among WiMAX operatorss is that their
corre addressable m
market includess two main segm
ments:
thoose who lack good access to wiireline broadband, and
thoose who need a reliable mobilee broadband connection—
for instance real esstate agents or people with lon
ng work
mmutes.
com
In Japan, high‐speeed wireline con
nnectivity is widely
avaailable, so the first market segm
ment is virtuallyy
nonnexistent.

Figgure 4. Device mix in September 2010
2
and March 2011
(fo
orecast) (Source: UQ)

an
nd they typicallyy have only one
e. In the long terrm, however,
th
his is likely to be
ecome a valuablle option as non
n‐laptop
deevices (e.g., tablets, e‐readers, game consoless, or cameras)
with WiMAX mod
dules become available
a
and su
ubscribers
m occasionally, but
b would not be
b willing to
wish to use them
paay for a separate full service monthly fee for them.
Th
he third initiativve was to extend
d WiMAX coverrage to
m
multiple devices by offering WiM
MAX modems with
w built‐in
W
Wi‐Fi routers, witth the same serrvice plans and pricing used
fo
or other devicess. Effectively the
e Wi‐Fi router crreates a Wi‐Fi
ho
otspot to which
h all devices thatt support Wi‐Fi can
co
onnect—e.g., sm
martphones, diggital players, tab
blets, or e‐
reeaders—and con
nnectivity to these additional devices
d
co
omes for free un
nder all service plans.
Du
ue to the ubiquity of Wi‐Fi connectivity in an increasing
nu
umber of electrronic devices, th
he Wi‐Fi router has proved to
bee a huge success at UQ. By Sep
ptember 2010, 20%
2 of
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To its surprise, UQ
Q found that wh
hile many subscrribers
ond segment—ssubscribers who
o spend
belong to the seco
subbstantial time outside the hom
me or the office—
—the
stroongest driver fo
or subscribers iss convenience o
of access.
Whhile they value m
mobility, most o
of these subscribers use the
servvice from a relaatively small num
ons,
mber of locatio
sugggesting that they use it most ffrequently from
m home or
work. UQ estimatees that up to 70
0% of its subscriibers belong
ubscribers
to tthis group. “Theese are likely to be the same su
thaat have cut off thheir fixed phone line and only have a
moobile phone. WiMAX allows theem to cut off an
nother
wirreline connectio
on,” says Watan
nabe.
Maany of these sub
bscribers are stu
udents or youngg people
who move frequently, or who speend substantial time
have a broadband
outtside their homee and want to h
connnection that th
hey can take witth them.
Othher subscribers may have hom
me and office wirreline
connnectivity, but ffind it convenien
nt to keep usingg the
wirreless connectio
on on their mob
bile devices thro
oughout the
dayy, regardless of location, simplyy because it doees not
reqquire them to sw
witch to the locaal wireline netw
work.
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SSharingg the ne
etwork with
M
MVNO partners
Esstablishing a braand and buildingg a retail distrib
bution
neetwork are two major challengges for greenfielld operators.
Th
hese are very exxpensive effortss, especially in developed
d
m
markets like Japaan where broadband and cellullar adoption
is reaching the saaturation level.
UQ
Q took a unique
e approach. Wh
hile it markets the service
directly to prospe
ective subscribe
ers, it has decide
ed to sell the
e range of MVNOs. Only a
seervice primarily through a wide
sm
mall number of subscribers—le
ess than 10%—h
have a direct
co
ontract relationsship with UQ. Most
M subscriberrs sign up
with one of UQ’s MVNOs.
Th
he MVNO appro
oach has enable
ed UQ to minim
mize the effort
an
nd cost of develloping a brand, and to refrain from
f
opening
reetail stores or launching an aggressive advertissement
caampaign. Insteaad UQ’s message was spread byy
co
ommunity‐base
ed contributionss (Figure 5) that have been
qu
uite successful in generating aw
wareness of the
e WiMAX
seervice.

MV
VNO business m
model, because tthey have to bee shared
witth the wholesalee partners.
Thee decision to an
nchor the busineess model on M
MVNO
relaationships is a ssharp departuree from the approach,
preevalent among b
both cellular an
nd WiMAX operrators, of
foccusing primarily on their own b
brand. Wholesalle
relaationships with MVNOs are inccreasingly nurtu
ured as a
wayy to reach addittional market seegments, but fo
or most
opeerators, they acccount for a limiited percentagee of
cusstomers and revvenues.
Inteerestingly, a sim
milar change is u
under way at Clearwire in
thee US. In Octoberr 2010, the num
mber of MVNO ssubscribers
for the first time su
urpassed the nu
umber of Clearw
wire retail
now account for only 36% of su
ubscribers.
subbscribers, who n
Thee operator is alsso cutting back on its retail marketing and
salees expenses. In the case of Cleaarwire, many w
wholesale
subbscribers appear to have signed
d up with Sprintt, which has
a reelationship to C
Clearwire similarr to that of KDD
DI to UQ.
UQ
Q has lined up a wide set of MV
VNOs, which in aaddition to
KDD
DI include electtronics retailers and internet seervice
prooviders.

UQ’ss publicly annou
unced MVNOs
Cellular operators

K
KDDI
@
@nifty

ISPss

@
@T COM
B
Bigloble
So‐Net

WiM
MAX operatorss
Figgure 5. UQ ads fe
eaturing cats and dogs were creatted by pet

D
DIS Mobile
B
Bic

ow
wners and have been
b
posted on YouTube
Y
(Source:: UQ)

Edion
Fo
or a greenfield operator,
o
the co
ost per gross subscriber
ad
ddition (CPGA) can
c reach US$4
400–500. UQ waas able to
keeep a very low CPGA
C
and to contain its overalll operating
co
osts. Of course, service revenue
es to UQ are low
wer in the

© 2010 Senza Fili Consulting
C
• www
w.senzafiliconsultiing.com
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sam
me ones offered
d by UQ, althou
ugh each MVNO
O is free to
set its own retail p
prices and offer promotions. In practice,
how
wever, the pricees vary very littlle across servicee providers.
Thiss is not surprisin
ng, as significan
nt differences in
n prices
would likely triggeer a price war th
hat would not benefit any
servvice provider.
Acccording to its op
pen‐network po
olicy, UQ is willin
ng to
estaablish an MVNO
O relationship w
with any servicee provider,
andd it is committed to treating th
hem all equally aand to
appplying the samee per‐subscriberr charges. “A traansparent
andd open policy fo
or all MVNOs is crucial to estab
blish strong
relaationships with service provideers and provide the right
inceentives for them
m to sell the serrvice,” said Wattanabe.

Figgure 6. WiMAX subscriber devices at the Bic electrronics store in
To
okyo (Source: Sen
nza Fili)

Electronics retaile
ers sell the servvice in their storres (Figure 6)
un
nder their own brand, while ussually acknowledging that
th
hey use UQ’s ne
etwork. In Japan
n, large retailerss offer store‐
brranded broadbaand services, an
nd a WiMAX offfering fits well
within their busin
ness model.
ISPs similarly havve added WiMA
AX to the range of
o wireless
an
nd wireline broaadband servicess they offer. Pro
ospective
su
ubscribers can choose
c
from am
mong multiple te
echnologies
th
he solution that best meets the
eir performance
e
reequirements and
d budget.
In addition to the
e WiMAX‐only plans,
p
KDDI offe
ers a
co
ombined WiMA
AX and 3G data plan
p involving a multimode
do
ongle. This allow
ws subscribers to
t use WiMAX where
w
avvailable and 3G elsewhere under the same contract.
W
While the MVNO
O is the client‐facing entity, UQ is
reesponsible for all the back office and customerr support
fu
unctions. As a re
esult, the plans offered
o
by MVN
NOs are the

© 2010 Senza Fili Consulting
C
• www
w.senzafiliconsultiing.com

M
Moving to conquer
veertical marketts
At llaunch, PC‐baseed subscribers w
were UQ’s prim
mary target.
Witth the introducttion of Wi‐Fi routers, the scopee has
widdened to include multiple Wi‐FFi–enabled devices that
shaare the WiMAX connection. UQ
Q ambitions, ho
owever, go
muuch further. By 22012, it expectss that almost haalf of the
connnections will not be mediated
d by a PC devicee like a
lapttop or tablet, but instead will cconnect to appllication‐
speecific consumerr electronics devvices (e.g., cameeras, digital
playyers and readers, or game con
nsoles), vehicless, and
maachine‐to‐machiine (M2M) deviices (e.g., smartt meters,
hom
me security and
d remote managgement, surveillance, or
digital signage) (Figgure 7).
WiM
MAX networks are ideally suiteed for vertical aapplications
andd M2M devices,, as they support both high‐bandwidth
appplications and a large number o
of end‐point deevices. For
insttance, WiMAX ccan connect em
mbedded devicees without
thee need for a sub
bscriber identityy module (SIM) card, thus
low
wering the cost o
of managing veertical applicatio
ons in
com
mparison to a G
Global System fo
or Mobile Comm
munications
(GSSM) cellular network.
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i
non‐PC devices at UQ (Sou
urce: UQ)
Figgure 7. Expanding the market to include

UQ
Q plans to capittalize on this op
pportunity and is working
to
oward enabling vertical applications within its network.
Diirect wholesale relationships with
w utilities, pub
blic agencies,
traansportation op
perators, or con
ntent distributors are likely
to
o be crucial to esstablishing large
e projects. In ad
ddition, the
M
MVNO model use
ed for retail sub
bscribers could be effectively
exxtended to othe
er vertical appliccations where industry‐
sp
pecific partners can accelerate market penetraation.

Thee partnership w
with JR East, a traain operator, haas provided
UQ
Q the opportunitty to get involveed in vertical ap
pplications—
andd in the public transportation ssegment in partticular—
m the beginning. In a country w
from
where public
trannsportation is ssuch an integral part of daily lifee for most
peoople, this is a vaaluable expertise to have.

Figgure 8. Narita Exp
press train and digital signage in cars
c traveling to the
t airport (Sourcce: Senza Fili)

© 2010 Senza Fili Consulting
C
• www
w.senzafiliconsultiing.com
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No
ot only does UQ
Q provide Wi‐Fi coverage at maany JR East
stations, the Nariita airport, and some subway stations,
s
it
alsso provides passsenger access and
a digital signaage on the
Naarita Express (Figure 8), which connects Naritaa airport to
To
okyo. Train cars are equipped with
w Wi‐Fi accesss points and
W
WiMAX picocells to give passenggers access. The
e backhaul
co
onnection from the train to the
e trackside usess a WiMAX
m
modem that tran
nsmits to WiMA
AX base stationss mounted
alo
ong the tracks. For the train ne
etwork, JR East was
reesponsible for th
he installation and
a provides maaintenance,
while UQ manage
es and operatess the network.
Since October 20
009, UQ subscrib
bers have had free
f access to
th
he onboard netw
work using eithe
er Wi‐Fi or WiM
MAX. The
brroadband conne
ection to the traain also provide
es data feeds
fo
or the digital sign
nage displays in
n passenger carss. Currently,
th
he screens proviide mostly trave
el‐related inform
mation, but
th
he broadband co
onnection to th
he train makes itt possible for
th
he screens to dissplay travel or other
o
informatio
on that can
bee streamed in re
eal time and de
epend on locatio
on, time,
weather, or other criteria.

Figuure 9. Digital sign
nage at Shinagaw
wa train station in
n Tokyo
(Souurce: Senza Fili)

Att stations UQ haas worked with JR East to provide digital
siggnage (Figure 9). A WiMAX mo
odem is located behind each
sccreen and is use
ed to download the content to be displayed.
Ass in the train, th
he information can
c be provided
d in real time.
W
WiMAX connections are also use
ed in vending machines
m
to
prrovide buying ad
dvice based on the appearance
e of the
cu
ustomer (Figure
e 10). As the cusstomer looks at the vending
m
machine, a came
era takes a photo and uploads it
i to an
ap
pplication that generates
g
buyin
ng suggestions. The
information is sent to the vendin
ng machine, wh
hich then
displays the recommendation.

© 2010 Senza Fili Consulting
C
• www
w.senzafiliconsultiing.com

Figuure 10. Screen off a vending machine with recomm
mendations
aboout beverages (th
he red heart icon indicates recommended
drinnks) based on cusstomer photos trransmitted over a WiMAX
connnection. (Sourcee: Senza Fili)
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M
Movingg ahead
d
UQ
Q operates in one
o of the most competitive wiireless data marrkets—the first to see data ARPUs surpass voice revenues. U
UQ has been
ab
ble to carve out a unique market position by fo
ocusing on netw
work developm
ment and operattors, and leavingg the retail marrketing and
saales function larrgely in the hand
ds of a wide nettwork of MVNO
O partners, whicch include the m
mobile operatorr and sharehold
der KDDI,
ISPs, and retail ve
endors.
UQ
Q has also avoid
ded following th
he mobile operator business model
m
that is bassed on a tight vvertical integration and offeringg highly
brranded servicess. Subscribers caan buy the devicces they want at
a the retail storre of their choicce, and are free to use the appllications
th
hey prefer and to
t access the co
ontent they preffer. They are alsso able to use m
multiple Wi‐Fi‐enabled devices concurrently att no
ad
dditional charge
e, as long as the
ey have the WiM
MAX modem wiith the built‐in W
Wi‐Fi router.
Ass the number off subscribers an
nd the amount of
o traffic they ge
enerate grows, UQ will have to
o expand capaccity, especially iff it wants to
reetain the unlimitted flat‐fee plan
ns which set it apart
a
from mostt cellular data pplans. UQ is worrking toward ob
btaining additional
sp
pectrum to deplloy WiMAX 2, th
he upcoming ve
ersion of WiMA
AX based on IEEEE 802.16m thatt operates in up
p to 40 MHz–wid
de channels
an
nd provides high
her data rates. UQ and Samsun
ng demoed the new technologgy in October 20010 and demon
nstrated downlink speeds
off up to 330 Mbp
ps using a 40 MHz channel (Figure 11). A trial with
w Samsung iss planned for th
he first quarter of 2011. The neetwork
up
pgrade to WiMA
AX 2 is continge
ent on the availaability of additio
onal spectrum tthat makes it po
ossible to use th
he 20 MHz chan
nnels, which
prrovide a lower cost
c per bit than
n the currently used
u
10 MHz ch
hannels.
To
o fuel further grrowth, UQ will need
n
to expand the network off
M
MVNOs and deep
pen their comm
mitment to sellin
ng the service.
KD
DDI will be a cru
ucial partner in gaining
g
market share, as its
seervice offering iss highly complementary to UQ
Q, and it could
offfload traffic fro
om its heavy datta subscribers to
o the higher‐
caapacity WiMAX network. The multimode
m
devicces that KDDI
haas recently intro
oduced will also
o be instrumenttal in widening
th
he appeal of WiM
MAX—and of 3G
3 as well. We expect
e
UQ to
taake a more aggrressive approach in the verticall application
m
market. The smart power grid an
nd, more generrally,
ap
pplications for utilities
u
are areaas that UQ has started
s
to
investigate active
ely. Further opp
portunities are available
a
in the
pu
ublic transportaation market in which UQ has been
b
paarticularly active
e thanks to its relationship to JR East.
UQ
Q efforts to brin
ng the internet experience to the
t mobile
world and to creaate a truly open
n network infrasstructure have
beegun to bear fru
uit, and have established UQ ass one of the
m
mobile broadban
nd operators mo
ost receptive to
o subscribers’
neeeds and most supportive
s
of in
nnovative business models.

© 2010 Senza Fili Consulting
C
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Figuree 11. WiMAX 2 demonstration in Tokyo showing m
multiple
concuurrent high‐definition video stream
ms (Source: Samsung)
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About Senza Fili
Senza Fili provides advisory support on wireless data technologies and services. At Senza Fili we have in‐depth
expertise in financial modeling, market forecasts and research, white paper preparation, business plan support,
RFP preparation and management, due diligence, and training. Our client base is international and spans the
entire value chain: clients include wireline, fixed wireless and mobile operators, enterprises and other vertical
players, vendors, system integrators, investors, regulators, and industry associations.
We provide a bridge between technologies and services, helping our clients assess established and emerging technologies, leverage
these technologies to support new or existing services, and build solid, profitable business models. Independent advice, a strong
quantitative orientation, and an international perspective are the hallmarks of our work. For additional information, visit
www.senzafiliconsulting.com or contact us at info@senzafiliconsulting.com or +1 425 657 4991.
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